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    This paper presents a method of generating the sinusoidal signal with the aid of

switched mode amplifier having cosine characteristics between the input and the

average output voltage. Since the switched mode amplifier shows an excellent ability in

the ultra low frequency region owing to its switched mode operation, the method described

in this paper is a suitable one fbr generating a high power sinusoidal signal of ultra low

frequency.

    In the first place, the principles of wavefbrm conversion using the SCR arfiplifier

with cosine amplification characteristics are introduced. The next place describes the

frequency analysis of the output signal and the experimental results which are also sat-

isfactory to the theoretical one. Finally, the distortion of the sinusoidal output signal is

studied.

                                1. Introduction

    Recently, an ultra low frequency signal generator has been used fbr not oniy a regulator

of servo-mechanisms having long period but a4 instrument of various investigations

in the ultra low frequency region such as the study of ferroelectric materials and the

medical electronics.

    Authors have developed a new type of method to generate the ultra low frequency

signal by using the switehed mode amplifier of simple circuit. This method is able to

permit a high power and ultra low frequency signal generation owing to its switched

mode operation.

    In the first place, we deal with a method of generating a sinusoidal signal in the

ultra low frequency signal generator employing the switched mode operation.

    A sinusoidal signal may be sometimes converted from a triangular one by using the

electronic devices or circuits of which the charactetistics between the input and the out-

put voltage are shown by a cosine curve. It is very usefu1 for generating the sinusoidal

signal having long period or high power because of the inherent feature that the large

reactive elements are needless for forming the signal.

    It is well known that the SCR amplifier, in which the average output voltage (or

current) during the half-cycle of the SCR anode supply voltage is considered to be pro--

portional to the input voltage at the conducting instant of SCR, is able to perform a linear

power amplification of ultra low freguency signal. By modifying properly the wavefbrm

of specified bias voltage of the linear SCR amplifier, it shows the amp!ification characteristic

that is not linear but accurate cosine curve. This paper clarifies the theory and utilization

    * Department of Electronic Engineering, College of Engineering.
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on converting a triangular signal into sinusoidal one by making use of the SCR amplifier

with cosine amplification characteristics.

         2. SCR Amplifier with Cosine Amplification Characteristics

                   and Principles of Waveform Conversion

    The basic circuit of the SCR amplifier with cosine amplification characteristics is shown

in Fig. 1. Thyristors, SCRi and SCR,, are connected in a full-wave rectifier type with

respect to the A.C. power source. T'he input signal and the specified bias voltage which

determines the amplification characteristics are applied to the input terminals of the gate

circuit. The circuit of Fig. 1 has the same construction as that of ordinary SCR amplifier
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              Fig. 1. Basic circuit of SCR amplifier with cosine amplification
                     characteristic.

with linear amplification characteristics except that the specified bias is replaced by a

saw-tooth waveform synchronized with the each halficycle of anode source voltage,

E.sin tut, in order to make the cosine amplification characteristics. In this case, the

average output vo!tage during the each half-cycle of the anode source is given by

            Eo =" ij;.a-.,,Em sin `"t'dcDt= EH.M(1+cosg(1-E.)l ･････････(1)

where E. is the normalized input signal vo!tage defined as -1 E{l E. sl; 1. From Eq. (1),

it is apparent that the static characteristic of the SCR amplifier employing the saw-tooth

bias voltage shows the accurate cosine amplification characteristics.

    Then, if the triangular input signal shown in Fig. 2 (b) is fed into the SCR amplifier

with cosine amplification characteristics, a sinusoidal signal shown in Fig. 2 (c) is ob-

tained. The relations illustrated in Fig. 2 are the process of the waveform conversion

generating a sinusoidal signal from a triangular input signal.

                        3. Analysis of Output Signal

    The method of wavefbrm conversion using the SCR amplifier with cosine amplification

characteristics takes an average value of the output signal voltage during each halficycle

of anode source as shown in Fig. 2. From this matter, the following conditions are

indispensable fbr generating the actual sinusoidal wave.
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    (1) The operation of sampling for the input signal must be suficient. That is, it is

necessary that the period of the anode source frequency of SCR is short enough with

respect to that of input signal.

    (2) The output filter must be employed to take an average of output signal voltage

of the SCR amplifier with cosine amplification characteristics.

    This section deals with the analysis of the output signal wavefbrm to investigate these

conditions in detail.

    In the circuit shown in Fig. 1, the switching elements of SCR, and SCR, turn on

at the instant that the resultant voltage of the saw-tooth bias voltage and the triangular

input signal is equal to zero and turn off at the end of each half-cycle of anode source

voltage. The output signal voltage across a diode of D,, in this case, is a train of

pulses whose shapes are segments of anode supply voltage as shown in Fig. 3 (a). This

output signal waveform can be analyzed by applying a double Fourier series expansion

which is a function of periodic variables of triangular input signal and of anode source

frequency, as mentioned in a previous paper').

    Letting that the period of triangular input signal is T=(2zfa), and that gp is

turn-on switching phase angle in each half-cycle of the anode source voltage, the output

signal voltage E,(at, tot) of Fig. 3 (a) is given as

                   '
                              eo oo                Eo(at, tot) =. ¥. .. . ¥.L..Cai,c2'eXP [1'(O]at+2a2tot)] '''''''""'( 2 )

                            12
And
            Ctri,ff2 = 21.,S2,tjipEo(ei, e2)･exp [=1'(a,8,+2a,e,)]･de,･de, ･････････(3 )

where o,, o,=O, 1, 2, 3, ･･., 4i===at, 42=tot,
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     Fig. 3. Relation between input and output signal voltage. (a) Output signal voltage,

            (b) Input signal and turn-on phase angles.

The turn-on switching phase angle of SCR is determined graphically by the intersection

of the triangular input signal and the inverted saw-tooth bias voltage as illustrated in

Fig. 3 (b) and satisfies the fo11owing relations.

    (a) In a part of positive gradient of the triangular input signal. [O, z12]

                            %=-M4,+n12 ･-･･･-･-･･--･-･(4)

    (b) In a part of negative gradient. [T12, 3T12]

                            % == M(4,-n)+z12 ･････････････････････(5)

                                                                      '
    (c) In a part of positive gradient. [3rr12, 2z]

                            g, == -M(4,-2n)+n12 ･-･･･････-････--･･(6)

where M is the ratio of the amplitude of specified bias voltage to that of triangular input

signal and OSMS1.

    Substituting the tuin-on phase angles of Eqs. (4)N(6) into Eq. (3), the Fourier

coeMcients, C.,,.,, which indicate the amplitudes of components composing the output

voltage are derived as fo11ows;

    1) D.C. component. (a,==o,=O)

                                 Co,o=E.tz ･･'･'''''･''･････････(7)

                                       '
    2) Fundamental frequency component of triangular input signal. (o,=:1, a,=O)

                                                          '
                          Ci,o =]' .i2tiil ,E-mi)･cos l! Z ･･･..................(s)

    3) Harmonic frequency components of triangular input signal. (o,>1, a,=O)

                                                        Mn                           M･E                 Cai,e = z2(M2-Moi2)eiori(afi2){1-(-1)cri}. cos 2                                                              ･-･--･･-･-(9)
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     4) Even-multiple frequency components of anode source frequency. (o,==O, o22)1)

            Co･ff2 = .(iE.M4o,,)+i' .,((il):2i,?)e.mM (4a,. cos a,M za . sin 4gn

                   -(4o,2+1).sin a,Mz.cos l!llZ) ･･.･･.,･.･･.･..･..･.･(lo)

     5) Compound frequency components of even-multiples of anode source frequency

 and integral multiples of input signal frequency. (a,tO, a2 ;) 1)

            CGi,ff2 = .,{M,-(.,+22M.,h2ei,d}6{2rfM' e-m(.,-2.,M),} [4o2M2

                    ･cos (a,+2o,M)g･sin I! "-{M2(4ai2+1)-6,2}

                     .sin (o,+2o,M)-ii-.cos Z!gZ]･(sin o,rc+1' cos a,z) ････････････(11)

 From these coeficients, it can be seen that the output signal across the output diode is

' composed of the D.C. component, the frequency components composing the triangular

 input signal, the even-multiple components of anode source frequency and the components

 which locate at the distances of integral multiples of fundamental input signal from the

 position of even-multiple anode source frequency. And the amplitude of these com-

 ponents except the component of D.C. is a function of M.

     If the amp!itude of the specified bias voltage is equal to that of the triangular input

 signal voltage as illustrated in Fig. 2, the Fourier coeMcients are represented by the fo11ow-

 ing equations by inserting M=1 into Eqs. (7)N(11).

     1) D.C.component.

                              Co,o =" Em!Z '''''''''''''･''"'"(12)

     2) Fundamental frequency component of input signal.

                              Ci,o = =1'Em!2T ''''"'''''''''''''''(13)

     3) Harmonic frequency components of input signal. (a,22).

                              Co,,o ==O '"'"'"''''''''''''(14)

     4) Even-multiple frequency components of anode source frequency.

                       Co･a2 = z2(iEmM4o,2)" (z+i'i il:2o,2) '''''''"''''''''''''(i5)

     5) Compound frequency components of even-multiples of anode source frequency

 and integral multiples of input signal freguency.

 5-1) When a,=±(2o,+1).
                         Ccr,.cr,- Fl(-1)a24.(IE+m2.,) ･････････････････････(16)
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5-2) When a,=±(2a2-1).

                         Cai,a2 == ±j'("1)or24z(IE-M2o2)                                                          "......･.-････-･･･(17)

5-3) When o,l=±(2o,±1) and o, odd.

                                  Cai,a2 ="O '''''""'''''''"'''(18)

54) When o, even.

                 Cai,e2=1'(-1)aiX2.2.[(.,-2.,)820-"li[M(.,+2.,)2-1] '"'"''''""'(19)

By rnaking use of the above calculated results, the output signal voltage E,(at, tot)

yielded when the triangular input signal is fed into the SCR amplifier with cosine ampli-

fication characteristics is given, as long as M=1 is satisfied, by

             Eo(at, tot) = -l-+-L sin at

                E. zn
                + .Z"i=i.2(il4o,2)V(4ai20-2 i)2+z2.sin (2a,tot+e)

                +S (-1)C,
                                [sin {2o,to-(2o,-1)a}t-sin {2o,o
                  ff2-i2n.(1-2a,)

                +(2a2- i) a} t] + .lil.], 2iit)2a2.,) [sin {2o2o+(2o,+ i) a} t

                                         ee +ee                -sin{2a,to-(2a,+1)a}t]+Z Z (-1)(cri+2)f2

                                        ff2=1 al12=±1
                             16a2 '                'za2.[(b,-2a,)2-1][(a,+2.,)2-1]'Si"(2a2to+aia)t ･････････......(2o)

where

               e== tanMi.(4o,2-1) n18a, ･..･..･･.･..･..･..･.. (21)

That is, the harmonic components of the fundamental frequency of triangular input

signal do not appear in the output signal provided that the cosine amplification characte-

ristics SCR amplifier is driven by the triangular input signal under the condition of

M=1. Comparing this matter with that for the case of M=I 1, there is a obvious

improvement of the output sinusoidal waveforms. ･

    By way of example, the output frequency spectrum for the case of M= 1 calculated by

Eq. (20) is shown in Fig. 4. These facts are also supported by the experimental results.

In this figure, the maximum value of the anode source voltage is taken for unity and

the ratio of anode source angular frequency to fundamental angular frequency of the

triangular input signal is 6017.5. The marks, ×,in Fig. 4 indicate the experimental

results measured with a selective level meter.

    Since the harmonics of the fundamental frequency of triangular input signal in

this case are not in existence, the fundamental signal frequency component which locates
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           Fig. 4. Frequency spectrum of output signal voltage fbr M==1, E.==1,
                  to/a=6017.

in a low frequency region can be filtered with facility from the undesirable components

(even-multiple harmonics of anode source frequency and the harmonics located at the

distances of integral multiples of the fundamental frequency of the triangular input signal

from the position of even-multiple anode source frequency). That is, the actual sinusoidal

wave having an angular frequency corresponding to the recurring period of triangular

input signal can be obtained by using a suitable low pass filter.

      4. Frequeney Region of Waveform Conversion and Output Filter

    References of the theoretical results make it possible to examine a nature of each

component composing the output voltage. From Eqs. (12)rv(19), when o,is oddnumber,

only the components of C±(2.,±i),., come into existence. These amplitudes and the

values of C,,., decrease uniformly according to the increase of o,. When a, is even

number, C±2.,,., for each a2 has the maximum value which does not exceed the value of

16o,lz2(16o,2-1). The frequency components having relatively high firequency

among these undesirable components are much smaller than that corresponding to the

fundamental frequency of triangular input signal and distri6ute in far distance from it.

Therefore, it is considered that the undesirable components which locate in the vicinity

of the second harmonic component of anode source frequency have principally influence

on the fundamental signal frequency of a. As shown in Fig. 4, the amplitude of C.,,,

decreases rapidly according to the increase of o, and the value of C,,, is less than -50db

compared with that of a component. This means that the undesirable components in

the frequency region lower than 2to-6a may be neglected in a practical use.

    While, the variation of tula shifts only the relative position of each frequency com-

ponent composing the output voltage and these amplitudes do not vary with it unless M

is amended. If the tola is large, in other words, the recurring frequency of triangular

input signal is relatively low as shown in Fig. 4, the undesirable frequency components

concentrate in the vicinity of even-multiples of anode source frequency and can be elimi-

nated from the output voltage by employing a suitable low pass filter. Consequently,

the output signal of the filter is considered to be a pure sine wave. However, the un-
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desirable components yielded when the triangular input signal of a>2to/7 is fed into

the SCR amplifier with cosine amplification characteristics distribute in the region so far

from each even-multiple component of anode source frequency and components of

2w-5a and 2o-6ct may come close to the fundamental signal frequency or get into

the frequency region lower than it. In such a case, it becomes dithcult to eliminate all

of the undesirable frequency components even if the output filter may be employed.

And the output signal across the load is not acuurate sinusoidal but distorted one.

    From these facts, the period of anode source frequency must be more frequent than

712 times with respect to the period of triangular input signal. And, it is necessary that

the upper limit of recurring frequency of the triangular input signal is to/7z (c/s) to

separate the a component from the undesirable component of 2o-6a. That is, the

frequency region in which the waveform conversion can be performed without distortion

is O (c!s)r-.-,cD17z (cls).

    On the other hand, the output filter inserted between the SCR amplifier and the load

must remove the undesirable components in the frequency region higher than to17z (cls),

as mentioned above. For the practical criterion, we consider such attenuation charac-

teristics of the output filter that the each amplitude of the undesirable component is less

than -50db compared with that of sinusoidal output signal. Then, the output filter

may be defined by stipulating the fo11owing conditions.

    (1) The cutoff frequency is about to17z (cls).

    (2) The attenuation at the point of 2to is more than 47db, of which the slope is

more than 20db per octave, and in the frequency region higher than 4to, it approaches

30dbN40db. The low pass filter having Wagner-Tchebycheff's attenuation characterjstics

is available.

    (3) The values of elements composing the filter must be chosen so that the SCR

amplifier may behave in normal manners, in other words, the output voltage appeared as a

train, of segments of the anode source voltage may not be disturbed.

    Photos. 1 and 2 show the experimental results. It may be seen from these results that

(A)

(B)

(C)

Photo 1. 0scillograms ofwaveform conversion. (a/2z=16(c/s)).
        (A) Sinusoidal output voltage (20 V/div), (B) Wavefbrm
        of E,(at, tot) (140V/div), (C) Triangular input signal

        (1 V/div).
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          ew.as,,ee`ere,as,twee,,,ee･pmii,ii$.li･illi$'#'gptf,g,/,"･#,ii･iiee･,,,,,,illee,

          Photo. 2 Oscillograms of wavefbrm conversion (a/2z--1.5×10-2(c/s)).
                   (A) Triangular mput signal, (B) Smusoidal output signal,
                   (C) Waveform of Eo(at, cat).

the above theory is appropriate. Furthermore, the method of waveform

presented in this paper is suitable for generating the sinusoid

In the experiment, a derived-m low pass filter which satisfies the above

used as the output filter.

                  5. Distortion of Sinusoidal Output Signal

    As long as M=1 is satisfied, it is considered that the output sig

filter which removes the undesirable components m the frequency region

tu!7n (c!s) presents the smc wave. However, for the case that the amplitude

bias voltage is not equal to that of triangular mput signa], the odd-multiple

of a given m Eq (9) appear through the output filter. For these matters, the

output signal is principally distorted

of the fundamental angular frequency and the undesirable components

in the frequency region lower than the cutoff frequency of the output filter.

distortion factor d which estimates the smusoidal output signal is given by

                   d = V,.,-S,,,=, c3iioi,.;i.l, .S..c3i,ff2.Ioo %

where r is the integer which gives the maximum order of odd-multiple

fundamental input frequency being distributed in the transmission band of

filter. Similarly, n and m indicate the maximum and the mmimum order of

frequencv components of even-multiple anode source frequency and

frequency of triangular mput signal in the same transmission band.

(5-1) The case of M<1.

    As described in the section 3, the amplitudes of the components

 input signal voltage E,(at, cat) of the output filter can be derived by makin

(7)e-J(11).
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    Figs. 5 (a) and (b) show the amplitudes of the major components calcu!ated with a

digital computer for the variation of M. In these figures, each value is normalized with

respect to the amplitude of D.C. component and some experimental results measured with

a selective level meter are plotted for the powerfu1 6omponents. The undesirable com-

ponents indicated with solid lines can be eliminated by the output filter. And with

dotted lines, the amplitudes of the components causing the distortion to the sinusoidal

output signal are presented. The components of 4to±o,a, 6to±a,a,･.. etc. are not

shown fbr making the figure simpler. The amplitudes which are seemed to cause

the distortion among them are less than -50db compared with that of sinusoidai output

signal. The dotted lines in Fig. 5 (b) shQw the distortion components fbr the case that

the triangular input signal having the recurring frequency of (D17rr (cls) is app!ied. For

the general case that the recurring, frequeney of triangular input signal is lower than

to17n, only the components whicly satisfy the condition of a,>2to(7a,-1)17a in

2a2o-o,a components give rise to distortion. While, the dotted lines drawn in

Fig. 5 (a) are the amplitudes of harmonic components of fundamental frequency a and

show the distortion components for the case that the period of triangular input signal

is nearly equal to zero. Since the higher order harmonics of triangular input signal are a!so

eliminated by the output filter, only the odd-multiple harmonics satisfying the condition

of 1<o,<2ca17a become the actual components of the distortion. Thus, the waveform

of the output signal across the load is varied considerably depending on the M and the

period of triangular input signal.

    From Figs. 5 (a) and (b), 2a,to-a,a components distributing in the transmission

band of the output filter are practically of small amplitude and may be kept negligible

by the condition of a<2to17. Therefbre, the output signal of the output filter is com-

posed of the D.C. component and the odd-multiple harmonics of fundamental frequency

a. And the output voltage EL(t) across the load is given by

        EL(t) i,i llm+4.E,mM.cos I!gT.(-i)ai+i.(.,tb,,..,,(M,IIo,,) sinaiat "'"'(23)

Consequently, the distortion factor given in Eq. (22) may be estimated by the equation;

                A)M`i i (1neM2)V,.,tb,2=,(.,21M2)2×1OO % '''''''""'"'"'(24)

where r is the same notation as that of Eq. (22).

    Referring to Eq. (24), the distortion factor of the sinusoidal output signal may be

kept under 3% for O.88 sgME{l 1.00. If M is larger than O.96, the sinusoidal output signal

whose distortion factor is less than 1% is converted from the triangular input signal by

using the SCR amplifier with cosine amplification characteristics.

(5-2) The case of M>1.

    When the amplitude of the triangular input signa! exceeds that of the specified bias

voltage, the turn-on phase angle of SCR is fixed on O (rad), during the amplitude of the
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input signal exceeds the maximum value of the specified bias voltage. And for the smaller

than the minimum value, the turn-on phase angle is fixed on z (rad). For this reason,

the amplitudes of the components composing the output signal voltage of the SCR am-

plifier are different from the previous case.

    Substituting the above conditions into Eq. (3), the Fourier coeMcients for this

case are glven as

    1) D.C.component

                      Co,o=Emlz ･････････････････････(25)

    2) Fundamental frequency component and its harmonics of triangular input signal.

2-1) When o,*M

         C¢i ･o == j2.2 .iK,iM' E2M. .,,) (1 - e-"crind) . eff ,'(aiofi2M) ･ (e- ,'cr (Mtu'i)a- 1) . . . . . . . . . (26)

2-2) When o,=M

                      C.,,o =1' (cos Mz-1)E.14nM ･････････････････････(27)

    3) Even-multiple frequency components of anode source frequency

                      CO'e2 = n2(i-M4a,2) (Z+]'M(i 24.,2)] '''"''"'''''''"'''(28)

    4) Compound frequency components of even-multiples of anode source frequency

and harmonics of triangular input signal

        Ccr"tr2 = ]' 2z2(1 -E4Mo,2) . a, e' i(Cit/2M) [(1 -e' J' crit) . (e- j' ori(Mbe;t) ut - 1)

          +o,･(1+e,'(aitlM)).(e-joiaM,:i(I,4+OiiY,M),-M,gii,4-aS211,M),]] ''･'''(29)

In the same manner, the amplitudes of the components fbr M>1 given by Eqs. (25)N(29)

are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) shows the amplitudes of o,a and 2o2to components

whose ratio to the amplitude of D.C. component is larger than O.OOI. Fig.6(b) shows

the amplitudes of 2tu±a,a components whose ratio to the D.C. component is larger

than O.OOI. The marks point out the measured values and the amplitudes of the com-

ponents causing the distortion to the sinusoidal output signal are drawn with the dotted

lines as well as the case of M<1. The components of 4to±o,a, 6to±oia, ･･' etc･ are

not shown for making the figure simpler. The amplitudes which are seemed to cause

the distortion among them are very small and iess than -50db compared with that of

sinusoidal output signal. From Figs. 6 (a) and (b), it may be seen that the output signal

voltage E,(at, tot) is composed of the D.C. component, the fundamental frequency

component of triangular input signal and its harmonics, in addition to the many other

undesirable components of 2o2to±oia･
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        Fig. 6. Amplitudes of major components of output signal as a function of M.

               (a) oia, 2a2w components, (b) 2ca±aia components. '

    Provided that the recurring frequency of the triangular input signai is a<2tu17,

the odd-multiple harmonics of the fundamental frequency a have principally influence

on the sinusoidal output signal. Therefore, the distortion factor in this case is estimated

as

              d)M>i l ,.g{(;-12iM)V,.,tS,,..,(C.O,S(M(ai,nl2.M,,))l2×ioo % ････････････(3o)

                                                                   '                    in Eq. (24).

                                        1.10, the distQrtion factor of the sin,usoidal

      signal may be kept under 3%. And for M<1.04, it can be kept under 1%.

      The case of M= 1.

    Both the case of M<1 and M>1, the distortion of the sinusoidal output signal

        smaller when the amplitude of the specified bias voltage is close to that of the
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where r is the same as

From Eq. (30), when M is regulated !ess than

output

(5-3)

becomes

triangular input signal, as mentioned above.

    In the case M=1, C.,,, being located at the nearest position of the cutoff frequency

of the output filter becomes a main component of the distortion. Accordingly, the upper

Iimit of the theoretical distortion is given by

                             . 16                       A)M..i -                               z･[o,2(a,2mlo)+g]×100% ''''''''''''･････････(31)
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where a, is de 'first even integral value that is larger than 2tu(7a,-1)/7a.

    From Eq. (31), the distortion factor of the case of M=1 can be kept under O.16%

and decreases uniformly according to the decrease of its oscillating frequency a.

    In the study of distortion described above, an influence of undesirable components

being distributed in the attenuation band of the output filter is ignored. The power

energy of these undesirable components does not exceed the value of (n2-4)EA14z2.

This is derived from the facts that the Schwartz inequality fbr the Fourier coeficients is

glven as

                 .,,t?l.l-.. I Cq,ff2 l2 :E{ i.k,[jitS,",sin2e,･d4,･ds,]

                                 = 4E.k,[n2+ft sin tl!{rr] ･-･-････-･････････(32)

Therefbre when the attenuation in the attenuation band of the output filter is 6, the

maximum distortion factor ti. due to these undesirable components is given as

                          d. < (BV(.2-4)!2)×100 % ･････････････････････ (33)

                               6. Conclusion

    The method of waveform conversion presented in this paper is a kind of non-linear

waveform conversion. However, this is a new system because of the inherent feature

that the cosine amplification characteristic between the input and the average output

voltage is employed. The distortion of sinusoidal output signal may be kept under 3%

for the case of O.88SMf{Ill.10. Especially, it is derived that the waveform conversion

using the SCR amplifier with cosine amplification characteristics may theoretically yield

the powerfu1 sinusoidal signal of O(cls)A"bl17n(cls) with total harmonics distortion

reducible to below O.16% when the amplitude of the specified bias voltage is equal to

that of triangular input signal.

    The method of waveform conversion described in this paper can be realized by

using other switched mode amplifiers employing newly developed switching elements

such as GCS and SSS, in addition to SCR or switching transistors. This system has a

good ability of stability and accuracy as well as high power in the operation of ultra low

frequency region. Therefore, the application to the ultra low frequency signal generator

can be conceivable.
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